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FROM DREAMS TO REALITY…LIVING MY DREAMS
I’ve been with LIFESTYLES for 8 years now and I’m looking
forward with excitement to my next 18 years with this
company!

MY PRESENT HOUSE IN THE PHILIPPINES...
MY DREAM HOUSE

Before Lifestyles, I was a senior executive of Shell, a
multinational oil company. I’m proud to be associated with
that great organization and grateful for what I’ve learned
there.
Although I had a good paying job with Shell and enjoyed some
exclusive perks like country club memberships and travel,
there was a great degree of freedom lacking in my life. My
choices were limited…for example as to the kind of house that
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very limited free time for myself and to enjoy with family and
friends. With a limited income, my capacity to help in the area
of giving was also very limited.
This changed dramatically when I got involved with Lifestyles.
After just 4 years, I was able to buy a prime property and
build our 5,500 sq. ft. dream home in one of the most
exclusive places in the Philippines…paid full in cash!

LIVING AREA

HOME THEATER

MY HOUSE IN THE UNITED STATES

So far, our family has traveled to more than 20 countries.
Each year, we spend at least two months on vacation, a luxury
that we did not have when I was with Shell.
With Lifestyles home-based business there are many things
that one can do. I was able to help my parents buy a property
to study abroad. Recently, we produced and launched my
I’m aware that GOD IS BLESSING US SO THAT WE CAN
BLESS OTHERS.
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SOME OF OUR FAMILY TRAVELS
AROUND THE WORLD

HOW I GOT STARTED
In 1997, a friend dropped by the house and talked about a
product from Canada. His story caught my attention because
We’ve tried everything but her health did not improve. So
when our friend talked about their experiences with Intra,
I got excited but somewhat skeptical. After a week of taking
Intra, my daughter was breathing better. At the end of the third
week, she was breathing normally and her coughing stopped.
She did not have a single asthma attack ever since! Intra is
giving us lots of energy. After using the product for sometime,
we noticed that we don’t get sick as often as we used to and
many even notice our healthy complexions!
I started doing the business very part time, putting about 12
hours/week. Now, my organization has grown to more than
120,000 distributors from 16 countries. Although I’m full-time

We support the mission of our church with both our time
and money. Indeed, it’s a great joy to be able to give back a
portion of what God has generously blessed us.

time working mostly from home. I can work when, where and
with whom I choose to work.

Because I have more free time now, I’m able to do things
that I enjoy doing like painting and playing piano. I play golf
whenever I want, and have been fortunate to have played in
some of the most beautiful golf courses in North America and
Asia.

With Lifestyles, my family are Living our Dreams and
helping people LIVE BETTER, EVERYDAY!
GLOBAL MARKETING DIRECTOR

FREDDIE & LORNA MOTOS

MY FORMER HOUSE AS AN EXECUTIVE

3 John 1:2 (NIV)
Dear friend, I pray that you
may enjoy good health and
that all may go well with you,
even as your soul is getting
along well.
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MY LIFE CHANGING EXPERIENCE…THE SEARCH IS OVER
been doing, my life will remain the same…we will continue to
wanted to just change my life for my own growing family…for
my wife & children to experience something better. Thus, when
the Lifestyles Business Opportunity was introduced to me & I
the business part time, I decided to sign-up as a Distributor. I
did not have any experience in Network Marketing but I have
DREAMS. Little did I know that this will be a “life changing
decision for me & my family.”

GLOBAL MARKETING DIRECTOR

DR. ELMER BELTRAN & FAMILY
Pampanga
I am a Dental Medicine Doctor by profession & had been in
practice for 18 years. Even with my private dental practice, my
our family income, my wife & I ventured into traditional business
like Candle Making & Piggery, but we were not successful &
ended up in debt.
It was on May 7, 1999 that a friend introduced Intra & the
Lifestyles Business Opportunity to me. During this time, I
was already thinking that if I continue to do the things I have

THE DECISION
When we decided to join Lifestyles, we did not have any
money for our capital. We decided to “pawn” our owner type
jeep but there was no taker. This did not stop us. We borrowed
from relatives & friends as well as from a “5/6 (loan shark).” We
believed that because we have dreams we want to achieve,
we were full of hope & very optimistic.
I initially did the Lifestyles business part time, working in my
dental practice during the day & after I closed the clinic, work
on my Lifestyles business. We received our 1st bonus check
on July 20, 1999 amounting to PHP 12,760 for myself & PHP
4,680 for my wife. Our belief level in doing the business
increased, more so when we received our bonus check in
August, amounting to PHP 44,000 for myself & PHP 24,000 for
my wife…more than double in just 2 months.

By this time, my wife Ligaya & I decided to close my dental
practice & work on our Lifestyles business full time. By October
1999, I was promoted as National Marketing Director, one of
the three promoted during that time, while my wife was
promoted as Executive Director. It was also during this time
that we received our 1st six-digit income. We also bought our
International Marketing Director & in August 2000, as Global
Marketing Director…the highest Rank Level in Lifestyles. Our
life was never the same…we are living better, everyday.
THE CHALLENGE
comfort zone & changing from our pattern is something we
resist. However, because I believe in my dreams & what I want
to accomplish, I decided to ACT & make a CHANGE.
do…I experienced this when I started doing the Lifestyles
business. I experienced that when you are poor nobody
listens to you. But I also experienced that when you become
prosperous people stand up & take notice of what you are &
what you do.
I experienced a lot of Ups & Downs but I continue to be
focused…I just work & work. I travel a lot & conduct
several meetings i.e. STP, HOPE, NDSO & Workshops. I
attend Leadership Trainings & I believe that this is a
very important function in creating a habit of looking at
Continuation on page 2

HOW I ACHIEVED TRUE FINANCIAL & TIME FREEDOM
I am Eva Aradillos based in Cebu
and a CPA by profession. I worked

I tried investing in traditional business…I tried working
abroad…all these did not work out. I had been employed for

Accounting, Budget & Finance. In
my career, I reached a managerial
position in several established
companies. However, I was still
in the rat race, with no signs of

Out of elimination, there was only one thing I haven’t tried &
that was Network Marketing. However, I didn’t know anything
about sales. My background is Finance & Accounting, so selling
is out of my knowledge & inclination. However, I had no choice
since our house was about to be foreclosed.

In March 2000, I quit my job because
of work-phobia which I developed
due to stress. One month after
I resigned, my sister introduced
dysmenorrhea after taking the product. I said “NO” because I
had no knowledge nor inclination to be in sales. However, my
Intra. Since my husband had allergic rhinitis, he started taking
not experience any positive result. Only later did we learn the
proper way to consume the product.
Hoping for a greener pasture, in May 2000, I went to the US.
a working visa allowing me to bring my family. Before I could
bring my family, I experienced homesickness. I felt that I didn’t
belong there & was just a second class citizen. I then decided
to return to the Philippines in June 2000.
For several months after returning, I did not have a job nor was
engaged in any business. Around that period, in December
2000, I received a letter from Pag-ibig informing me that I was
3 months overdue in my housing loan payment. I was asked to
pay PHP 23,000 per month to update my mortgage payment.
Otherwise, they will foreclose on my loan & we will lose our
family residence. Because of this, I had to look for a job. I was
then accepted as a Finance Manager in a company within the
food industry.
husband was very excited about Intra. He just got back from
Manila after attending the Leadership Training & his Upline
showed him his seven digit check representing his income from
the Lifestyles business. My husband could hardly believe what
my cousin told me, but he trusts my cousin because he has
always been a credible guy. My husband then asked what kind
of business is he involved in & my cousin showed us a bottle
of Intra. My husband said “oh, that one, I used that already, my
sister-in-law gave one bottle to us, but I didn’t experience any
positive result.” My cousin, National Marketing Director Nestor
Toledo, then, explained the proper way of taking Intra.

I then decided to meet with my Upline to learn more about
the Lifestyles business opportunity. During the meeting, my
Upline explained the business opportunity & mentioned a PHP
1 million potential income monthly. I didn’t believe everything
my Upline said, but I told her “if I can earn an extra PHP 50,000
income monthly, I would already be very happy. Before I can
start with the business, I had to borrow money from my sister
based in New York. Although, I & my husband were both
holding managerial position in our regular employment, we
didn’t have extra income to start a business.
I started doing the Lifestyles business by sharing stories. With
my Upline’s coaching & by reading positive books, I found out
that Intra was so easy to sell! True, there were a lot of rejections,
but I always made sure I read success stories after encountering
strength to continue.

check was PHP 19,000. When I received the check, I was very
happy but I thought it was just a one time occurrence. In the
following month, my Upline aimed to achieve the National
Marketing Director Rank Status. Her 1st power leg was all set
up but her 2nd power leg lost its momentum because of his
upcoming wedding. I was then next on her organization. She
then coached me & worked with me, and I achieved a power
leg organizational volume. My check by that time was PHP
69,000. We were still not convinced that this business is for
real. However, on the succeeding months, I kept receiving
checks & my income kept on increasing.
In May 2001, my husband got a working visa to work in the US.
There were 6 of them who were granted with the same visa but
decisions we have ever made.

& time freedom.
In less than a year working the Lifestyles business, sharing
Intra, I fully paid my mortgage loan with Pag-ibig which
was supposed to be paid in 15 years time.

My husband also got excited & tried Intra once more, following
husband’s allergic rhinitis disappeared. By then, my husband
encouraged me to try the Intra business & no longer consider
regular employment. Because I hated selling, I still insisted on
job, I reported in the morning but resigned in the afternoon.
Once again, I had a work-phobia attack.

FORMER PAG-IBIG
HOUSE - ALMOST
FORECLOSED

After this incident, I then asked myself “what will I do now?” I

Continuation from page 1

challenges not as stumbling blocks, but steps to go one
step higher…to be better. There was an instance when I
was aiming for my NMD Rank Promotion that I experienced
both personal & organizational challenges. To overcome our
personal challenge, my wife & I talked about this & we agreed
to be “focused on our goal.” To address our organizational
challenge, we conducted team building & dream building
sessions. When we achieved my NMD Rank Promotion
despite these challenges, this became a transition from our
“come what may attitude,” to “I CAN DO ATTITUDE.” For us,
there was “NO TURNING BACK.”

My husband also quit from his job & has done the Lifestyles
business full time. He is even worst than me in terms of selling,
but he was able to succeed because of the coaching, training &
the books we read. In less than four years of doing the Lifestyles
business, I reached the highest Rank Title (Global Marketing
Director) & I became a better person. My favorite quotation is
from Robert Kiyosaki who said “the most successful people in
the world are the most rejected people in the world.” The many
books we read taught us how to make these rejections our
best friend to become successful.
In just four years in doing the Lifestyles business, we built
our dream house in a very exclusive subdivision in Cebu
City. Never in my wildest dreams did I think that I could build
our house in such a place. It was a three storey level house
with a big garden & a swimming pool. My passive income from
Lifestyles continues to this very day. With the money I have &
the skills I learned, I also ventured in several investments – a

OUR FAMILY VEHICLES

government troops with burning buses blocking our way to
Isabela & Tuguegarao. This did not stop me, and thinking
back, if I had turn-around & did not continue, my family
would not be enjoying the kind of life we have today.
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MY SECOND HOUSE

our DREAM HOUSE…being able to buy several vehicles &
giving one as a gift to my wife… being able to send my
children to the best schools…investing on several PRIME
LOTS & buying a FARMLAND…traveling when we so
desire & helping our parents. There is so much more…with
Lifestyles, we are able to help our business partners (down
lines) to also achieve their dreams…we are able to help
our community…helping poor but deserving students go
to school. Making people BELIEVE IN THEMSELVES …that
they too can & will succeed, to me is THE GREATEST REWARD
that every distributor can experience in sharing this “LIFE
CHANGING” Opportunity.

When I was aiming for my Global Marketing Director Rank

THE TRIUMPH
With Lifestyles, my family realized our dreams… constructing

MY 5-STOREY ECONOMY HOTEL

If you ask me now, who I am, my reply will be – “I am Eva
Aradillos, CPA by profession and CPI by occupation –
CERTIFIED PUSHER OF INTRA.”

to pay our Pag-ibig housing loan. I tried almost everything
already.

MY LIFE CHANGING EXPERIENCE…
THE SEARCH IS OVER

MY DREAM HOUSE FACADE & SWIMMING
POOL

“If we have to constantly
think before doing anything,
we would never get anything
done.”
OUR DREAM HOUSE

AN ORDINARY PERSON WITH AN EXTRAORDINARY LIFE
I am an ordinary person with a
normal family life. In late 1960s my
parents decided to put up a big sarisari store as the source of income of
our family. This was the environment
I grew up in. It was also my parents
dream to give us the education they
never had. I decided to take up an
Architectural course but on my 2nd
year of college, I dropped out. I then
took up a Computer Programming
Course at STI & later worked as a
Programmer in Greenhills. In 1992,
I went to Belgium to work in various
part time jobs, but I later returned in 1993 realizing that life in
a foreign country was not for me.

When I was a kid, every time I saw women driving their own
car, I was fascinated & wanted to be like them, independent
& driving my own car. After one year of doing the Lifestyles
business, I bought my 1st car, a Silver, Toyota RAV 4. The
1st Christmas after I achieved my GMD rank level, I bought
my parents a brand new van, a Super Grandia. In doing
the Lifestyles business, I was able to buy four cars. I also
bought several properties, one in Punta Fuego & the Villamor
Compound, the former residence of the Revilla Family. I also
traveled to several countries within Asia & in North America,
not only once but several times.

A relative introduced the Lifestyles Business Opportunity to me.
He offered me the product (Intra) & just to get him off my back,
I immediately bought four bottles without even asking for the
price. Since I already bought the product, I started taking Intra
& noted that my Ulcers improved. My sister, a Doctor, who had
been trying to get pregnant for several years also took Intra &
later got pregnant with her 1st child, my nephew, who to this
day continuous to take Intra without any other vitamins. Since
as a family we have been using Intra, to get product discount, I
signed up my mother in May 1999. I did not sign up because I
considered I was too young to be in a business selling “herbs.”
It was because of my dreams that made me look again into
the Lifestyles Business Opportunity. As I continued to buy Intra
from my cousin, I noted improvements in their way of living.
He bought a Pajero & also received a PHP 300,000 check from
Lifestyles. In November 1999, after 6 months since we started
using Intra, I decided to sign up & do the Lifestyles business full
time. I got an Instant Direct package by borrowing two credit
cards to use as payment. When I received the 10 cases of Intra,
I was momentarily fearful that I would not be able to do the
business & lose the money I borrowed. However, I continued
to be determined since I was focused on achieving a monthly
income of PHP 500,000.
I pursued my dreams & never turned back. In June 2001, after
18 months of doing the business, I became the first lady Global
Marketing Director in the Philippines. It never ceases to amaze
me how far I have come…how my life has changed…how the
lives of people I love have changed. I can live in the kind of
home that I want, travel wherever & whenever I want, and buy
what I want.

SOME OF MY
TRAVELS ABROAD

I ALSO BOUGHT A PROPERTY IN PUNTA FUEGO
The opportunity passed me & I grabbed it. It was pure
determination to succeed & to achieve my dreams that made
me do the Lifestyles business with so much energy & focus.
One has to have that hunger & passion to do this business.

It should be a hunger & passion based on pure sincerity to help
people. I want to see people make their dreams real. I want
people to be able to change their lives through Lifestyles the
way it has changed mine. Every time I see the same look of
hope in the eyes of new Lifestyles Distributor, I remember how
life was for me & how Lifestyles has changed it. Every time I
get to inspire people to follow their dreams, it reminds me that
who I am now, with all that I have & all that I have shared with
my family & other people are no longer a dream, but IT IS NOW
MY REALITY.
“For those of you who have the opportunity & ability that
goes beyond just providing for your own benefit, you have
the duty & responsibility to share that opportunity & ability,
because if you don’t reach down & help other people up, by
sheer weight of numbers, they will pull you down.”

A FORMER TRICYCLE DRIVER... WHO BELIEVED & ACHIEVED
Most people take for
granted the regular
things in life like eating
meals three times a
day…going to school
because their parents
have the means to
pay for their tuition…
getting new clothes
for birthdays and
Christmas. These are
the things that I would
have loved to have experienced while I was growing up.
My mother died when I was 6 years old. With several children
left to support, this prompted my father to leave for General
Santos to work as a fisherman. We were left at the care of
our aunt back in Davao Oriental. We grew up eating “kamote”
(root crops) and having to hunt for birds to have food on the
table. I can still remember missing a chance to go on stage for
my elementary graduation, because I showed up in rubber
slippers. I learned the value of
money at such a young age.
When other kids only worry
about asking money from
their parents to buy toys, I was
already earning a living.
When I got married, my only
dream was to drive my own
tricycle to have a source of
income to provide for my family.
However, I learned that driving
a tricycle was not enough to
support my family.

To earn extra money, I tried the Network Marketing business
with another company for 1 year and 3 months. However,
in this company, I ended up in debt, with no earnings and
no investments for my family. During this time, I became
very negative and cynical about the whole idea of “Network
Marketing.” I then decided to start a small traditional business
selling Tuna Chorizo and Tuna Embotido while I continued
driving my tricycle.
On January 6, 2003 Lifestyles was introduced to me. Intra was
presented to us and we tried the product. We were amazed by
the positive result it had on my wife and my children. I signed
up with the intention of getting the discount for our family’s
product consumption. Later on, the business was introduced
to us and we grabbed the opportunity.
I was very happy with the product Intra. However, I was
skeptical about another Network Marketing business. Since
I had first hand experience of how Intra works, I took a leap
of faith and made a decision to believe in myself and in the
Network Marketing business once again.
Now that I am with Lifestyles, we are forever grateful for the
way this company, this business and the amazing products
have touched our lives. I have moved up the ladder of success
in such a fast pace, National Marketing Director in May 2003,
International Marketing Director in September 2003 and Global
Marketing Director in December 2003. I achieved the highest
rank level in Lifestyles within twelve months after signing up.
Some people might think this was pure luck for me, but it was
hard work and pure determination to succeed.

I used to drive a tricycle now
I am driving a Ford Trekker.
My children (2 sons) are both
studying in Private Schools. They
are even taking up Piano Lessons.
I have also traveled extensively
within the Philippines and in
several countries abroad. I have
experienced, and continue to
experience, speaking in large
crowds in different occasions
and events here in Lifestyles.
This is unheard of for someone without formal education like
me. I and my family have experienced so many things that
used to be impossible.
As my family’s life have been improved both in Health &
Wealth, Lifestyles has also given me the opportunity to
help people with their health while giving them the chance
to improve their way of living, The Lifestyles business has
allowed me the time and freedom to be with my family, and
to provide them with the best life I have imagined for them.
In the five years I have been with Lifestyles, I learned not to let
misfortunes or challenges hold me down, but to learn from
them and move on. I learned not to be discouraged because
of adversity. As far as who I am and who I can become…the
answer and choice is always within me. Follow your heart and
your dreams, as I continue to follow mine. I was a tricycle
driver who has followed my dreams and herein is the
reason for my success… for I TRULY BELIEVE.

Things that used to be impossible became
possible, because I believed and I have
achieved thru Lifestyles.
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CREATE THE WEALTH & FINANCIAL SECURITY YOU & YOUR FAMILY DESERVES
Imagine a world where you experience the vitality and wellbeing to fully enjoy your life, your loved ones and your work,
every day…A world where you create the life your really want
and help others to do the same.
With Lifestyles you can! At Lifestyles, we are committed to
empower people to “Live Better. Every Day.”
THE LIFESTYLES BUSINESS MODEL
Direct Selling is a highly successful business model that
of individuals, especially those willing to work hard at building
their own businesses. A vibrant method of marketing, it is
a sale of products or services, person to person away from a

People around the world are taking advantage of Direct
Selling to earn income from home, working part-time or fulltime hours. Direct Selling is creating new avenues of wealth

“The richest people in the world
build NETWORKS. Everybody
else look for WORK.”
- Robert Kiyosaki
Businessman, Financial Educator & Author
of International Best Seller RICH DAD,
POOR DAD
THE LIFESTYLES PRODUCTS
Lifestyles’ premium and all natural product line manufactured
in Canada, restores vital nutrients that are often missing
chemicals we are exposed through our food, water, supply,
research and development to create products that promote
total wellness of the body, mind, and spirit.
Lifestyles
products meet our everyday essential health needs, as well

THE OPPORTUNITY STARTS HERE
At Lifestyles we are committed to enhance people’s quality
of life every day through a proven business opportunity and
premium health & wellness products. By joining Lifestyles,
you can be part of a established global company operating
in more than 30 countries around the world, and considered
as one of the most respected businesses in the industry,
recognized as a world leader in building success through
health and wealth. This is what we mean when we say “Live
Better. Every Day.”

Member, US Direct Selling Association

Becoming a Lifestyles Distributor is easy. The 1st step
is to speak to the person who introduced you to Lifestyles
– your Sponsor – and complete a Distributors Application
Form. Once your application has been processed, you will be
the right to:
• Purchase Lifestyles Products At Discounted
Independent Distributor Prices
•
Sales
• Participate In The Lifestyles Distributor Career &
Compensation Plan (Receive Bonuses & Commissions
• Sponsor Other Individuals As Customers Or Distributors
And Thereby Build A Down-Line Organization And
Progress Through The Lifestyles Career & Compensation
Plan
• Receive Lifestyles Literature & Be Involved In Lifestyles
Functions
• Participate In Promotional & Incentive Contests And
Programs Sponsored By Lifestyles
• Set-Up Your Monthly Autoship & Receive Your Products
Right At Your Doorsteps

- Paul Zane Pilzer
World-renowned Economist,
New Economy Expert & Trend Forecaster

Toronto, Canada
Established in 1989

Wellness & Health…
The Potential for Greater Wealth…
That’s the Lifestyles Opportunity…
That’s What We Mean When We Say…
Live Better. Every Day.

CHANGED LIVES… BLESSINGS & ACHIEVEMENTS
Vicky Quicho introduced Intra to us in
August 2004. I initially did not take it,
because I considered the product to be
just an ordinary drink. Vicky was very
persistent and 3 months after Intra was
introduced to us, I was convinced to try
the product. It proved to be a blessing
for me and my family because after
dysmenorrhea. As well, my youngest
daughter no longer experience asthma
attacks.
I really believe in Intra so I decided to sign-up as a Lifestyles
Distributor in December 2004. Doing the business was initially
challenging for me since I did not have any background in
Network Marketing. For two years, without focus and clear
goal, I continued to do the business in Butuan City. However,
in October 2006, I decided to do the business with a heart and
mind believing I can achieve more…with focus and clear goal.
I committed to sell one bottle of Intra a day. I would be out on

for 20 years is equivalent to the income I received
doing the Lifestyles business for only 3 years.

the other members of my family. My husband Emmanuel was
availed of an early retirement. Upon taking Intra, we noticed
a remarkable improvement in our health condition & from
thereon, we have been using Lifestyles products. With the
to do the Lifestyles business, part time in my case & full time for
my husband.
status remarkably improved. We were able to upgrade our
for the construction of our house. Our son’s educational
I are now Executive Directors at Lifestyles. I have also been a
recipient of the 2007 Highest Lifebuilder National Award. As a
family, “we always believe that when opportunity knocks,
it must be welcomed & made full use of or, it may never
come again.”

Career in Network Marketing was never
an option for me having graduated
Cumlaude from the University of the
place was a profession I dislike most. In
September 2003 my cousin introduced
Intra to me. She told me that the
product was amazing and in just one
month of using Intra, the bedsores that
for one year disappeared. Even with
my cousin’s explanation on how Intra

Just to please my cousin, I attended a Lifestyles Opportunity
presentation in Davao City. During the meeting, the discussion
on the “Ladder of Success” caught my attention. This opened
my mind to the Network Marketing business and the next
day, I found myself attending a New Distributors Orientation
meeting and I signed up as a Lifestyles Distributor.
Four years and six months with Lifestyles, I am now a National
Marketing Director. I am also a part owner of the Lifestyles
Distributors Service Center in Davao City. If I am not with
meet like-minded, positive and goal-oriented people. If I didn’t
make a choice to be with Lifestyles, I would not have discovered
all my untapped talents and skills.
Two years ago, the Lifestyles Opportunity was our “fall back”
when my family’s business closed down. My parents had to
my life. However, my Lifestyles business made it easier for my

TOYOTA INNOVA
WE BOUGHT FROM
OUR LIFESTYLES
INCOME

Lifestyles has been a blessing to me and my family. Through
Lifestyles, we were able to purchase a 977 sq. m. lot in Butuan.
We also bought a Toyota Innova and have our 3 kids study in a
Private School. Doing the Lifestyles business also developed
me to be more positive and to be a better leader. I am also
able to help a lot of people to have good health and have an
opportunity to also achieve more. I am forever grateful to
Lifestyles. It is a blessing that our God Almighty has given
me and my family.

who went to Malaysia last May 2007 to attend the Leaders of

future we will once again be together to live a more abundant
life, free from debts.
My Lifestyles business sustained me and my sister. With my
income, I was able to help send my sister to a nursing school.
I was able to travel at my own expense, buy things on my
relatives while maintaining my own household.
Through Lifestyles, I have helped a lot of people improve their
health while providing them with opportunity to have their
own business. I know that there is more to come in the future
for me.
Signing up with Lifestyles was the best
decision I made in my life.

go abroad and it happened because of Lifestyles.
In July 2007, I set up the Lifestyles Distributors Service Center
in Butuan. I also achieved two awards during the National
Gala, as the 2007 Highest Group Volume, and 2007 Runnerup for the Highest Personal Group Sponsor. In January 2008,
I achieved the National Marketing Director Rank Title, the 3rd
highest rank status in Lifestyles. My 2nd trip abroad in Thailand
is also due to Lifestyles.

the salary I am receiving is way below the poverty line. A major
change in my life came about when Intra was introduced to our

allergies to complicated Cancer, I was not convinced to take
the product nor to join Network Marketing.

nature and science to help you feel better, look better and
live better.

“I see a one trillion dollar
wellness industry by the year
2012. I see great opportunities
for network marketing and
network marketers.”

CONTINUATION…CHANGED LIVES

For more information, contact your Lifestyles Distributor

I (Marlene) work full time as a Secondary School Teacher in
Pangasinan. As an educator, I am dedicated to my work, but

Tel.: 725.9098 • Mobile: 0920.952.2560 • www.lifestyles.net

